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	Automatic control is becoming more and more important in this age of automation. In manufacturing processes it ensures that certain parameters, such as temperature, pressure, speed cc voltage, take up specific constant values recognized as the optimum. or are maintained in a particular relationship to other variables. In other words, the duty of control engineering is to bring these parameters to certain predefined values (setpoints), and to maintain them constant against all disturbing influences. Hadvever, this apparently simple duty involves a large number of problems which are not obvious at first glance.


	Modern control engineering has links with almost every technical area. Its spectrum of application ranges from electrical engineering, through drives, mechanical engineering, right up to manufacturing processes. Any attempt to explain control engineering by referring to specialized rules for each area would mean that the control engineer has to have a thorough knowledge of each special field in which he has to provide control. This is simply not possible with the current state of technology.


	However, it is obvious that there are certain common concepts behind these specialized tasks. It soon becomes clear, for example, that there are similar features in controlling a drive and in pres-sure and temperature control: these features can be described by using a standard procedure. The fundamental laws of control engineering apply to all control circuits, irrespective of the different forms of equipment and instruments involved.


	A practical engineer. trying to gain a better understanding of control engineering, may consult various books on the subject. These books usually suggest that a more detailed knowledge of control engineering is not possible, without extensive mathematical knowledge. This impression is completely wrong. It is found again and again that, provided sufficient effort is made in presentation. a clear understanding can be achieved, even in the case of relationships which appear to demand an extensive mathematical knowledge.


	The real requirement in solving control tasks is not a knowledge of many formulas or mathematical methods, but a clear grasp of the effective relationships in the control circuit.
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CYA: Securing Exchange Server 2003 & Outlook Web AccessSyngress Publishing, 2004
Coverage includes: Exchange 2000 Administrative Rights, Mailbox Rights, Denial of Service and Exchange, Types of File Vulnerabilities, Vulnerability of Transmitted Data, Message Authenticity, Event Service and Event Sinks, Message Relay via SMTP, Preventing Exchange Security Problems, The W2K/IIS Platform Must Be Solid, Dedicate Servers to Specific...
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Organic Mass Spectrometry in Art and ArchaeologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Early applications of chemical and physical analytical methods in studies on art materials and archaeological objects demonstrated that scientific investigation is an essential tool for acquiring information on the materials that make up an artwork and for assessing their decay, in order to plan restoration approaches. Chemical diagnosis,...
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.NET 4.0 Generics Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	It is my pleasure to write the foreword to a book which will introduce you to the world of generic programming with C# and other .NET languages. You will be able to learn a lot from this book, as it introduces you to the elegant power of generic programming in C#. Through it, you will become a better C# programmer, and a better programmer in...
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Management of Hazardous Energy: Deactivation, De-Energization, Isolation, and LockoutCRC Press, 2012

	Hazardous energy present in systems, machines, and equipment has injured, maimed, and killed many workers. One serious injury can stop the growth of your business in its tracks. Management of Hazardous Energy: Deactivation, De-Energization, Isolation, and Lockout provides the practical tools needed to assess hazardous energy in...
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Computability In Context: Computation and Logic in the Real WorldWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009

	Computability has played a crucial role in mathematics and computer science
	– leading to the discovery, understanding and classification of decidable/
	undecidable problems, paving the way to the modern computer era
	and affecting deeply our view of the world. Recent new paradigms of computation,
	based on biological and physical...
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The Electronics Revolution: Inventing the Future (Springer Praxis Books)Springer, 2017

	
		This book is about how electronics, computing, and telecommunications have profoundly changed our lives – the way we work, live, and play. It covers a myriad of topics from the invention of the fundamental devices, and integrated circuits, through radio and television, to computers, mobile telephones...
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